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So prompt was the summons, that in half 

an hour the physicians, fully equipped, were 

at the railway station, where a wrecking- 

train conveyed them to the scene of death 

and suffering. Thirteen thousand  tele- 

phones are now in operation in the United 

States. 

Dolbear’s telephone differs from that of 

Professor Bell in that it requires the employ- 

ment of a magnetic battery or an electro 
magnet to generate the electric current ; but 
in compensation for this, the sounds pro- 

duced at the receiving end are audible to a 
room full of people. The mechanism of 

the electric bell is used in conjunction with 
_the telephone to call attention to its-utter- 

ances; and with a pair of telephones and a 

couple of electric bells, a perfect system of 

communication may be established between 

any two parts of the building. 
The Phonograph.—The telephone, how- 

ever, has been followed by even a more 
wonderful invention—the phonograph. Mr. 
Edison, of New Jersey, has deviseda method 
by which the voice can actually be im- 
printed on a thin slip of metal, which may 
be removed, the tones being reproducible 
on another phonograph. This amazing in- 
vention will be best described by quoting 
the account of it given in the Zimes :-— 

“Not many weeks have passed since we 
were startled by the announcement that we 

could converse audibly with each other, 
although hundreds of miles apart, by means 

of so many miles of wire with a little electro 

magnet at each end. Another wonder is 

now promised us—an invention, purely 
mechanical in its nature, by means of which 
words spoken by the human voice can be, 
so to speak, stored up and reproduced at 
will over and over again, hundreds, it may 
be thousands, of times. What will be 
thought of a piece of mechanism by means 
of which a message of any length can be 
spoken on to a plate of metal,— that plate sent 
by post to any part of the world, and the mes- 

sage absolutely respoken in the very voice of 

the sender, purely by mechanical agency ? 
What, too, shall be said of a mere machine 
by means of which the old familiar voice of 

  

one who is no longer with us on earth can 
be heard speaking to us in the very tones 
and measure to which our ears were once 
accustomed ? 

In the present machine for recording a 
long message, as soon as one strip of the tin- 

foil is filled, it is removed and replaced by 

others until the communication has been 
completed. In using the machine for the 

purpose of correspondence, the metal strips 

are removed from the cylinder and sent to 
the person with whom the speaker desires 

to correspond, and who must possess a 
machine similar to that used by the sender. 
The person receiving the strips places them 

in turn on the cylinder of his apparatus, 
applies the transmitter, and puts the cylin- 

der in motion, when he hears his friend’s 

voice speaking to him from the indented 
metal. And he can repeat the contents of 
the missive as often as he pleases until he 

has worn the metal through. The sender 

can make an indefinite number of copies 
of his communication by taking a plaster of 

Paris cast of the original strip and rubbing 

off impressions from it on a clean sheet of 

foil, It will thus be seen, as we have 

stated, that the voices of those who have 

left us, either for ever or for a season only, 

can be heard talking with us if we so 

desire it.” 
The last new development is a speaking 

clock—a species of horological watchman 

crying out the hour far more punctually and 

distinctly than the ancient ‘Charleys.” 

Mr. Edison constructed an instrument 

which, instead of striking the hours like 

vulgar clocks, “tells its hearers, with a 

human voice, what o’clock it is, interspersed - 

with, a few appropriate remarks. _ For in- 

stance, when ‘the hour of one arrives, it 

calls out, ‘One o’clock—time for lunch !’ to 

the astonishment,” as the narrator gravely 

observes, ‘‘ of every one who has not heard 

it before.” Far from underrating the value 

of Mr. Edison’s discovery, we are inclined 

to predict for it a brilliant career. 

The Microphone—The last of these 

amazing discoveries in that subtle region 

where electricity, magnetism, motion, and


